We demand living space for everybody!
This is what the situation of us homeless EU-migrants in Munich looks like:
The city of Munich excludes us from the regular facilities for homeless people (shelter, Teestube
Komm etc.) giving various absurd reasons: for example joblessness, having relatives in other cities
or not being registered in Munich. Many of us have lived in Munich since years — we work at construction sites, clean buildings — but live in constant insecurity, because in emergency situations
we usually do not get support.
At least we can sleep in a former casern used to protect
people from freezing during the whole winter
(from November 1 to March 31).
But that is not enough. It is
impossible to

get a registration
anywhere when we stay in this
shelter. That makes it much more difficult to
find a job: without registration — no regular job. Without regular job — no flat. This situation also impedes fighting
against fradulent employers. Every three days we have to get a new referral writing to the casern.
We do not get tickets to get to the casern. Thus we often have no other choice than having the long
train ride without a ticket, risking fines and penalties including imprisonment. During the day we
have to stay outside in the cold where we get sick and what makes it impossible to work at night.
On the streets we are often exposed to racist and degrading police controls. These politics of the
city produce poverty.

Why are we not welcomed as citizens of Munich? Why do we not get the right of a living wage? Why
do we not get long term perspectives to stay in Munich?
On March 31 the temporary shelter against the freezing will close and we as european citizens and
also people with asylum-process in other countries will again have to sleep outside. Although Munich
is even legally obliged to house all people who are homeless against their will inside the territory of
the city.
The struggle for fair and solidarious housing politics concerns everybody, everywhere, but especially
here in Munich, where affordable living space is to rare .
Come to Schillerstraße 25 on March 1 2016 at 10 o’clock to claim our fundamental rights, from where
our demonstration will go to the city hall at Marienplatz.

We demand for all (unwillingy) homeless people:
•
•
•
•

regular shelter during the whole year
possibility to register as Munic citizen
that we can enter and leave the shelter whenever we want, also during the day
Kitchen facilities at the shelter

Short term actions may include:
•
•
•
•

the possibility to register in Munich for homeless people living here
the possibility to stay during the day in the shelter against freezing
free rides to the shelter
the letter of referral should be valid for the whole winter period

If our demand remain unfulfilled, we will have a further demonstration on March 31 2016, the day
when the temporary shelter against freezing closes, at 8 o’clock in front of the casern.
On March 1, we will not protest alone, but people of many Euopean cities will go on the streets
against precarity and borders. With a transnational social strike we will demand our rights.
Fight racism, exclusion and exploitation!
Living space, right to the city and a good life for everyone!
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